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Abstract. ATLAS has developed and previously presented a new computing
architecture, the Event Service, that allows real time delivery of fine grained
workloads which process dispatched events (or event ranges) and immediately
streams outputs. The principal aim was to profit from opportunistic resources
such as commercial cloud, supercomputing, and volunteer computing, and oth-
erwise unused cycles on clusters and grids. During the development and de-
ployment phase, its utility also on the grid and conventional clusters for the
exploitation of otherwise unused cycles became apparent. Here we describe our
experience commissioning the Event Service on the grid in the ATLAS produc-
tion system. We study the performance compared with standard simulation pro-
duction. We describe the integration with the ATLAS data management system
to ensure scalability and compatibility with object stores. Finally, we outline
the remaining steps towards a fully commissioned system.

1 Introduction

ATLAS Event Service (AES) [1] is a new approach to event processing capable of the finest
granularity in every step of the computing chain: input, processing and output.

Today’s excellent networks, distributed federated data access (using xrootd [2]) and high
scalable object store [3] allows for a dynamic, flexible and distributed workflows that adapt
in real time to resource availability. AES is the implementation of such a workflows in the
ATLAS [4] computing infrastructure.

AES has been successfully implemented in opportunistic resources such as High Perfor-
mance Computers (HPCs) (through the Yoda [5] interface) and Amazon Spot Cloud [6]. This
paper describes the natural evolution of commissioning AES to opportunistic grid sites such
as Tiers3 [7] and High Level Trigger farms (off data taking periods) as well as use in pledge
resources.
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2 Motivation and benefits

AES allows for event-granularity splits of the jobs making it beneficial for both opportunistic
and pledge resources.

In opportunistic resources is important to be robust against their disappearance with min-
imal losses. The event granularity processing and delivery of the output immediately after
completion allows for a minimal loss once the resource disappears.

The flexibility of event service also improves the use of pledged resources. First the event-
granularity in each task can be configured to make it equivalent to the standard approach and
second it allows for a very efficient use of each CPU cycle; plus the flexibility to allocate
more resources for high priority tasks.

The current and future computing needs of the ATLAS detector will require both the
optimal use of current pledge resources and the efficient use of opportunistic resources. AES
is therefore the logical approach for the future of ATLAS computing.

3 Architecture and workflow

The architecture of AES is based upon three pillars: the PanDa distributed manager [8],
JEDI for flexible dynamic workflow management [9] and Athena MP [10], a process-parallel
version of the ATLAS data processing framework Athena; plus a fourth pillar (Yoda) when it
is used in HPCs.

The bricks that carry the workload are the pilot jobs. They are autonomous jobs that
request to Panda the dispatch of the work. The JEDI extension enables Panda to dynamically
partition and manage workflows down to the event level granularity. JEDI also manages
the bookkeeping in the PANDA Oracle database. The payloads requested by the pilots to
Panda are instances of AthenaMP that manages the distribution and processing of events
concurrently among parallel workers. Figure 1 shows an schematic of AES workflow. First,

Figure 1. Schematic view of Event Service workflow

on the compute node, the PanDA Pilot connects with the PanDA server over HTTP and starts
a parallel event processing application that allows for the use of all available CPU cores.
The payload application in AES is represented by AthenaMP. AthenaMP starts as a serial
process, which first goes through the application initialization phase, then forks several event
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on the compute node, the PanDA Pilot connects with the PanDA server over HTTP and starts
a parallel event processing application that allows for the use of all available CPU cores.
The payload application in AES is represented by AthenaMP. AthenaMP starts as a serial
process, which first goes through the application initialization phase, then forks several event

processors (workers) and informs the pilot that it is ready for data processing. The pilot
downloads event range identifiers (strings) from the PanDA server and delivers them in real
time to the running AthenaMP application, which assigns them to its workers on a first-come,
first-served basis. The worker uses the event range string to locate the corresponding input file
and find event range data within the file. Once the event range is processed, the worker writes
the output into a separate file on the local disk and declares its readiness to process another
event range. AthenaMP reports back to the Pilot the locations of output files produced by
its workers and the Pilot takes care of streaming the outputs in real time to a remote storage
system (Object Store), and informing the PanDA server of the event range completion status.
Once all the event ranges have been processed a separate job, a merging job, collects all the
inputs and merges them in a single file that is uploaded to the storage element. Thus the final
output file is equivalent to the output of the simulation using the standard framework and
transparent for the user.

4 ATLAS Event Service commissioning on the grid

The AES is being gradually commissioned on the grid following three stages. In the first
stage, a physics validation effort was put in place to validate the output of AES jobs against
standard simulation processing. In a second stage several simulation tasks, low priority, were
manually assigned to be run under the AES framework. Finally in the last stage the simulation
tasks, under certain conditions, were automatically assigned to run under AES.

4.1 Physics validation

Two different strategies were put in place for the physics validation of the output samples
simulated under the AES framework. First a small set of events were simulated using both
AES and the current standard framework with the same seed in the random number generator.
After the proper ordering the two outputs perfectly match digit by digit.

Second a larger sample was simulated again through both frameworks, AES and standard.
The output was compared using official ATLAS physics validation tools and found to be
compatible within the statistical uncertainty.

As a summary no sign of any physics bias was found in the simulation samples processed
under the AES framework.

4.2 Manual assignment of tasks

After the physics validation a set of low priority simulation tasks were manually assigned to
be run under the AES framework. During this stage the tasks were both assigned to all sites
(properly configured to run AES) and manually assigned to specific site. In parallel the same
task was simulated in no AES mode for performance comparisons.

The success of this exercise, with minor problems, either site-related, either easily solved
by tuning AES configuration parameters build up the confidence to move to the next com-
missioning step.

4.3 Automatic assignment of tasks

In August 2017 ATLAS started to automatically assign tasks to be simulated through the
AES framework. Two conditions were needed for the automatic assignment, first the queue
of events that were waiting to be simulated should be lower than a certain threshold, and
second the task should have low priority.
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The automatic assignment of tasks helped to understand issues related with the scaling of
events simulated under the framework, specially the performance of object stores -as a new
storage technology- when the demand to store event-granularity files increase.

Figure 2 shows the number of jobs (in green) and number of slots (jobs times the number
of cores in each job) that were running under AES for 100 days starting March 2018. The
number of jobs and slots depends on the ATLAS needs to run simulation jobs and the avail-
ability of opportunistic or pledge resources configured to run AES. Also notice that most of
the resources are single core and most likely not used without the AES framework.

Figure 3 shows the number of events simulated in one week for a consecutive period of
90 days. Again depending on the availability of resources the number of events produced
varies but on average up to tens of millions of events are simulated each week under the AES
framework.

Figure 2. Number of event service jobs (green) and slots (number of cores, in yellow) during 100 days
starting March 1st 2018.

Figure 3. Number of events simulated per week (running weeks) during 90 days starting March 12th
2018.
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5 Monitoring and testing tools

The deployment of AES on the grid is completed with the development of specific tools both
to monitor AES jobs and events and validate sites running AES jobs. On monitoring, the
ATLAS computing monitoring group developed ad hoc web pages for the AES jobs using
ATLAS official tools. In parallel an exploratory monitoring page was set in place to test and
identify useful monitoring indicators of the good performance of AES and spot sources of
problems. In addition a policy was set in place to check the validity of sites to run AES jobs
using HammerCloud [11] tools. The HammerCloud jobs systematically check for potential
problem in AES sites. In general the deployment of AES help us to rethink good monitoring
indicators and put in place the tools needed to isolate problems specifically related to AES
and properly solve them.

6 Conclusions

AES has been commissioned to run ATLAS simulation jobs in both opportunistic and pledge
resources. The commissioning has been put in place in three stages: in a small set of samples,
with a close monitoring by the AES developing team, and then scaling up to tens of millions
of events per week, plus a study to assess possible physics bias in samples simulated under
AES.

The commissioning exercise includes the development of ad-hoc monitoring tools; both
under the current ATLAS computing monitoring and also a workbench monitoring to find
indicators to spot of sources of problems. This also includes specific HammerCloud tests to
assess the availability of sites for AES jobs.

In summary the framework is ready to simulate all ATLAS events.
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